Bondurant-Farrar HS Course
Accounting
Advanced History
Advanced History
Construction Tech
Construction Tech
Construction Tech
Textiles

DMACC Course #
ACC111
HIS150
HIS153
CON333
CON336
CON337
APP255

University of Iowa Course #
Career and Tech credit
HIST: 1261 American History to 1877
HIST:1262 American History 1877
Career and Tech credit
Career and Tech credit
Career and Tech credit
none

Iowa State University Course #
ACCT 1T**
HIST 221
HIST 222
Career/tech
Career/tech
Career/tech
A M D 1T**

UNI Course #
None
HIST 1110
HIST 1120
None
None
None
None

University of Iowa:
A course identified as Transfer Elective is one which does not have a direct one-to-one UI equivalent nor satisfies a General Education
area, but that could, upon further evaluation, be deemed to satisfy a major/minor certificate requirement or to be partially equivalent to a UI course.
Iowa State University:
If there is not a course that is directly equivalent to the community college course, the department name is still listed with either a 1T** or 2T**
This shows that it does transfer as either a freshman (1T**) or a sophomore (2T**) level course. The student's major department at Iowa State will
apply these credits to the student's degree as they see fit.
CAREER/TECH means that the course is part of a career/technical program. A maximum of sixteen semester hours of career/technical credit can
be transferred to Iowa State.
UNI:
When an equivalent is listed as PSYCH 1000__ (e.g. PSYCH 1000Z) the letter at the end indicates that the content of the transfer psychology
course is not similar to the content of any UNI psychology course to be given a direct equivalent. When a course accepted
for transfer does not seem to fit into any department at the University it will be given an equivalent of UNIV 1000Z.
Even though these transfer courses may not be given exact UNI equivalents, they are still approved for transfer credit.

